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Key Factors in Sustainable Construction
‒ Sustainable building materials
o Current environmental footprint of concrete, brick, glass and steel
1.5 tCo2/t, 0.45 tCO2/t, 1.65 tCO2/t, 3.0 tCO2/t
‒ Waste of virgin building material (30% on-site)
‒ Benefits of offsite manufacture – much less waste, reduced on-site time
‒ Demolition waste → Circular economy and material reuse
o Building as Material Banks (BAMB)
o Designing in materials management - tagging
‒ Current property stock refurbishment vs. new build
o 80% of current buildings in use in 2050
‒ Energy management and smart solutions

BRE Innovation Park
‒ A living lab of habitable demonstrators, funded
by developers, hosted by BRE
‒ Showcase for emerging technologies in the
Construction sector
‒ Performance measurements plus user
feedback – a socio-technical living lab

‒ Key vehicle for research, testing and training
‒ Hotbed for innovation

‒ Energy-autonomous domestic buildings – PV with battery storage and control
‒ ‘Integer House’ – an experimental Smart Home with many IoT devices
‒ Dementia Home – demonstrator for Assisted Living
‒ Retrofit and Flood-resistant remediation demonstrators

Smart Home @ BRE
– Context
o Keeping occupants safe
throughout life
o Saving energy and other
resources
o Enhancing well-being and
the ‘living experience’

– Enablers
o Platform infrastructure; the Internet, web services, etc.
o Affordable, compact, high performance electronics
o Consumer technical literacy and appetite
o The Internet of Things

The Internet of Things (IoT)
Internet of Things devices combine local and internet computational power with communications
technologies in tiny, affordable packages
– Smart IoT technologies make previously unintelligent things (like home thermostats, white goods, or
building management systems) able to compute and communicate – typically wirelessly
– Almost all the data that IoT devices send is to other machines – there are no humans involved:
‘M2M’ communications
– By 2020, industry experts predict the number of IoT devices to exceed 20 billion (Gartner) with the
market led by 13 billion consumer devices
– £250bn boost to UK GDP by 2030 ? (DCMS figures)
– The possibility of hacking into IoT networks (by humans or machine agents) brings new cyberthreats; i.e. New crime and security issues
Reference - The Internet of Things: making the most of the second digital revolution
The Government Office for Science 2014

The Business Opportunity

•
•
•

By 2030, IoT could potentially add $303 billion to UK GDP
600 UK IoT businesses, mostly tech SMEs, located across the UK
Significant growth potential in building automation and manufacturing

PETRAS Hub - Key Facts
‒ 11 world leading universities
via the core and spoke
model (4 from the
Alan Turing Institute)

‒ Combined hub value:£25m
‒ 21 projects and 5 streams
at outset +15 projects
after SRF call + 14 projects
after PRF call + 6 demos
‒ Blackett Review expertise
‒ 47 partners at submission,
60+ since, combining
presence in the UK, Central
Europe and America (giving International links
and perspective)
‒ Inter– and multi-disciplinary focus

Social and Physical Science challenges

Applications of IoT in Buildings

Acknowledgement: Intel Corp

Cybersecurity is Vital
– Information theft
o Personal data, eavesdropping
o Building occupancy and utilisation (space and time patterns, inferences)

– Perturbation of operation
o Hacking into control networks to perturb asset operation (e.g. denial of a physical service, like
aircon for server rooms)

– Corruption and falsification of sensor data
o Energy theft by hacking smart meters
o Spoofing BMS

– Falsification of information
o Supply chain issues
o Product provenance issues (e.g. pharmaceuticals, aerospace spares)

PETRAS: IoT in the Home
The context of the demonstrator project is BRE’s
Innovation Park, which includes more than 8
domestic buildings, 3 of which have integrated
photovoltaic power generation (PV) with battery
storage and network import/export management.

Deliverables:
• Real full-scale ‘Smart Home’
• Smart Home simulator
• Use case – Micro energy-trading in a
community
• Report on factors influencing adoption &
acceptability
• Guidelines for secure IoT deployment

Impact:
• Design, procurement,
deployment and operation
• Government and Industry
policy advice

Living Room of the Future:
Installation at BRE
‒ Commissioned by the BBC
‒ Media content modified by viewer
responses
‒ Local IoT-enabled technology

‒ Uses local DataBox ‘edge’ hub to
support cybersecurity

‒ Object Based Media (OBM) in conjunction with data objects and physical objects forming new
immersive experiences

Outcomes of ‘IoT in the Home’ Deliberative study
– Data use and sharing:
There should be an international agreement to ensure appropriate collection and usage of personal data.
Smart devices should be set by default to manual (or ‘dumb’ mode), so that users would need to activate
any smart features and could manage the types and volumes of data collected
– Governance
Citizen panels should be set up to explore and deliberate on issues concerning smart, connected and
autonomous technologies, as part of the policy-making process.
Companies and government should work together to develop legally binding standards and common
protocols for devices and systems to interoperate.
– Security
There should be back-up systems and support in the case of technology failure. In these circumstances,
devices and systems should be set by default to revert back to manual (rather than smart) mode.
– Accessibility
There is a need to cultivate information literacy among members of the public.
Technologies need to be more reliable and easier to use for non-technical users

Economic backdrop for local energy trading
– Scene-setting
o Government incentivised PV installation through a feed-in tariff scheme, initially £0.42 per kw/hr,
now around £0.12
o Incentive was to export power to the grid from local (e.g. roof-top) generation
o Drop in FIT rate made power export to the grid unattractive
o Economies of scale and producer-country dumping made PV kit inexpensive (a price drop of
perhaps 300% over 10 years)
o Now more economic sense to use the electricity generated locally, saving the grid tariff of perhaps
£0.2+
o But household electricity use is mainly in the evenings, when the sun is not shining, so battery
storage is needed

o In the south of England, 8kWh of storage can give energy autonomy for 8 – 9 months of the year
o Economic benefits from excess generation?
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Home energy management on the BRE innovation park
Control strategy:

Inverter/
controller

PV

Night:
• Battery energy used
• Grid disconnected
Charging:
• Day – PV generation
• Charging battery
• Supply to house loads
Battery fully charged:
• Use for house loads
• When discharged, switch to grid

Grid

Islanded network (IN)

Export:
• When battery above threshold,
make power available to IN

District energy management – BRE innovation aprk
• Mix of net energy positive and negative homes

Internet
Grid
Islanded
network

Smart appliances
‒ Karma Kettle – Edinburgh
University: Designed for
PETRAS IoT in the Home
Demonstrator
‒ Understands and can
communicate energy
requirements – a negotiating
appliance

Energy trading scenario

– Smart appliances know their energy (mega-joule) requirements to fulfil a task
– Local controller aggregates energy requirements from smart appliances
– Controller inspects and compares local network dynamic and grid tariffs

– Controller bids to local network to buy a fixed quantity of energy or connection
for a fixed period
– Generators collaborate according to excess energy in local network, to set a
local tariff

Socio-technical factors
– Energy trading between households in a district
o System has to be perceived as simple and trustworthy by ‘prosumers’
o Off-grid energy trading must demonstrate economic benefits for both generators and
consumers (hence prosumers)
o Managed supply must be resilient to single-point faults and protected from cyber-risks

– Candidates technologies addressing functional needs
o Distributed Ledger Technologies (to ensure immutable dynamic contracts)
o Machine Learning and AI to autonomously support local dynamic tariffs and purchasing
decisions
o Safety systems that protect local and grid networks and demand-side equipment
o Cyber-security measures to validate provenance of transactions, and detect and protect
from mal-interventions

Enablers and Blockers to District Energy Trading
– Enablers
o

Low-cost PV and Control technology

o

Decreasing battery pricing, as EV volumes increase

o

Public awareness and appetite for sustainability

– Blockers
o

Cost of batteries

o

Infrastructure complexity and cost

o

Regulatory factors

o

Lack of awareness of developers and occupants

SDTaP
Securing Digital Technologies at the Periphery of the Internet

•
•

•
•

•

Funded from SPF
administered by UKRI
Internal £25m SDTaP
bid from EPSRC to
UKRI prepared Q2 2018
Closed Call to PETRAS
partners Q1 2019
£13.8m award to UCL
on behalf of 11 initial
HEI partners, Q1 2019
£10m Demonstrator
fund at Innovate UK

Emerging trends in ‘Digital at the Edge’
– IoT becomes pervasive, multifactorial and smarter
– Machine Learning and Decision Support embedded in Edge devices

– Data concentration and local inference engines
– Reflexive control allowing dynamic air-gapping

Sensor and actuator (IoT) devices will ‘know’ their functions, be
able to limit actions to what are reasonable, learn from normal
operation, and report mal-interventions

PETRAS Centre
Research into Securing Digital Technologies at the Periphery of the Internet
Vision: To create a Centre of
Excellence and National Capability
for ‘Secure Technologies at ‘the
Edge’
Key concepts:
Research Centre linked to a
substantial IUK Demonstrator
programme; two open calls to
administer 75% of contestable
funding

https://www.petrashub.org/

PETRAS Centre Research Pointers
– Sector structure – Primary focus
o
o
o
o
o
o

S1: Ambient (Built Environment / Homes / Cities / Public Spaces)
S2: Healthcare and Well-being
Per project
S3: Infrastructure (including Digital)
S4: Supply Chains and Control Systems
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6
S5: Transport and Mobility
S6: Agritech
L1

– ‘Lenses’ – Expertise groups
o
o
o
o

L1: Securing the Edge
L2: Useful, Useable Decentralisation
L3: Law & Economics at the Edge
L4: Building Public Value at the Edge

L2

L3
L4

£13.85m contract awarded to UCL, 22/02/19 for four-year programme

